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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a method to build a Vietnamese Large

Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition system (Vietna-

mese LVCSR system). The difference between Vietnamese

and European languages is analyzed and used to adapt a

LVCSR system for European languages to Vietnamese. Expe-

riments are implemented on the VNSPEECHCORPUS. The

results show that the accuracy of Vietnamese recognition sys-

tem is increased by using Vietnamese language characteris-

tics.

Index Terms— Automatic speech recognition, Vietna-

mese language, under-resourced language, tone recognition,

compound noun.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Vietnamese belongs to the Viet-Muong group, on the

Môn-Khmer branch of the Austro-Asiatic language family.

From the linguist’s points of view, the Vietnamese is a syllabic

tonal language with six lexical tones. Vietnamese Speech Re-

cognition is just at the beginning of the development. We rea-

lised that European speech recognition techniques (English,

French etc) could not provide the same performance on Viet-

namese because there are differences between Vietnamese

and European languages, which will be mentioned below.

The first difference is the available electronic resources.

In opposition to English and French, Vietnamese is a under-

resourced language. Vietnamese is spoken by about 70 mil-

lion people, however only few electronic resources are avai-

lable for HLT. Recently, the fast adapting to new under-

resourced language of European speech recognition systems

has been interested. This technique is used to build our first

Vietnamese LVCSR system.

Second, the word segmentation from sentence is different

between Vietnamese and European languages. English and

French are the multi-syllabic languages and words are easily

identified by using spaces. Otherwise, syllables are always se-

parated by the spaces in writing Vietnamese. Besides mono-

syllabic words, there are also multi-syllabic words (a sequence

of two, three of four syllables). Therefore, using spaces is

not a correct method to segment a Vietnamese sentence into

words. The word segmentation of sentences is a very impor-

tant for every isolated language such as Mandarin, Thai lan-

guage as well as Vietnamese. In order to improve the Natural

Language Processing systems for these languages, it is neces-

sary to build a word segmentation module of syllabic sen-

tences.

The last difference is the tone of speech. English and

French are non-tonal languages but Vietnamese is a tonal lan-

guage. In every syllable, there is one and only one tone. The

tone is very important to decide the meaning of a word. If

two similar syllables have different tones, they have different

meanings. For this reason, tone recognition is an essential is-

sue for the processing of a tonal language like Vietnamese,

Mandarin, Thai, etc.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows :

– Section 2 describes the Vietnamese available resources

which were used in our experiments and evaluations. 1

– Section 3 mentions the training acoustic model and the

first experimental results.

– Section 4 investigates the speaker adaptation.

– Section 5 explains our approach using compound noun

– Section 6 shows how we use tone information in the

speech recognition system.

– Section 7, the last section, gives the conclusion and fu-

ture works.

2. AVAILABLE VIETNAMESE RESOURCE

2.1. Speech Corpus

The Speech Corpus used in our experiments was the VNS-

PEECHCORPUS. It is a read speech corpus, recorded in a

studio [1]. There are two types of text using for recording :

paragraph (80% in the corpus) and conversation (20% in the

corpus). We used only the recording results of standard dialect

speakers (North of Vietnam). There are eighteen speakers : 10

1We thank Le Viet Bac and MICA centre to provide us these resources
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men and 8 women with approximately 14.4 hours of speech.

This corpus is divided in two parts : 8 men and 6 women for

the training corpus (11.2 hours of speech), 2 men and 2 wo-

men for the test corpus (3.2 hours of speech).

2.2. Vietnamese Pronunciation Dictionary Creation

The structure of Vietnamese syllable is showed in Tab.

table 1. First, a vocabulary of 6698 isolated-words was extrac-

Tonal syllable (6698)

Initial Final Tone

(22) Medial (1) Nucleus (16) Ending (8) (6)

Table 1. Structure of Vietnamese syllable

ted from 40000 full-words vocabulary. Then a pronunciation

dictionary for Vietnamese was built by applying VNPhoneA-

nalyzer on this isolated-word vocabulary [2].

2.3. Text Corpus and Language Model

With a under-resourced language like Vietnamese, a me-

thod of constructing the text corpus and language model was

presented in [3]. According to this method, the text corpus

was built on the data extracted from Vietnamese electronic

newspapers web sites. Next, superfluous data (menus, refe-

rences, advertisements, announcements present in different

pages) was removed from these data. Finally, all sentences

containing only in-vocabulary words (monosyllabic words

lexicon) were taken. In the filtered corpus, there are approxi-

mately 2.7 million sentences with 45 million syllables.

In order to learn our statistical language model, we used

the CMU SLM toolkit2 with Good-Turing discounting and

Katz back-off for smoothing method and the perplexity in the

test corpus is 72.74.

3. ACOUSTIC MODEL AND THE FIRST

EXPERIMENT RESULT

We dealt with context-independent acoustic models for

Vietnamese. So we used a hidden Markov model (HMM for

short) for each Vietnamese phoneme. We used 5 states left-

right topology with 3 emitting states, the entry and exit states

of a HMM are non-emitting. Each emitting state consists of

64 Gaussian mixtures. The feature vector was extracted each

10 ms and contains 39 dimensions of 13 MFCC, their first

and second derivatives.

In recent years, an acoustic model training method for

under-resourced language was developed using French acous-

tic model (training with large French corpus) like bootstrap-

ping model [2][4]. In our experiment, the BREF803 was used

2http ://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/SLM_info.html
3http ://www.elda.fr/catalogue/en/speech/S0006.html

to train the French acoustic model. Then, we used knowledge-

based methods of phone mapping to create a phone mapping

table between French and Vietnamese. The first Vietnamese

acoustic model is created with this method by using this table

and French acoustic model.

In the first experiment, we used trigram statistical lan-

guage model with Speeral system [5]. Speeral is a large vo-

cabulary continuous speech recognition system developed by

the LIA (computer science laboratory of Avignon, French).

This system used two-pass search strategy. In the first pass,

the acoustic model was used with back Viterbi algorithm to

create a phoneme lattice and in the second pass, the language

model was used by A* algorithm to create the word hypothe-

sis. With the words having the same phoneme sequence in the

pronunciation dictionary but different tones, they were upda-

ted in the recognition process. They would be considered as

homophone words in non-tonal language. The word with cor-

rect tone will be chosen in the second pass by the language

model. The first experiment result (WER : word error rate)

on the test corpus was 34.7% and the WER on the training

corpus was 14.9%.

4. SPEAKER ADAPTATION

Speaker Adaptation is a method to increase the system ef-

ficiency. In this section, we present our speaker adaptation

method by using non-supervised learning.

First, the phonetic alignment of the test corpus was ta-

ken by using the LVCSR system results mentioned above on

the test corpus. Next, in order to create a new model for each

speaker, the common model was adapted with all the data of

each speaker by using MLLR adaptation technique. Then, the

LVCSR system was reused with the new model. This process

was repeated several times. The best WER after some itera-

tions was 25.2%.

5. USING COMPOUND NOUN

In this section, we describe our method using Vietnamese

compound noun in a Vietnamese LVCSR system. We have to

solve two problems. The first is that there are spaces between

syllables in the compound noun and we do not know where

the word boundary is. We put ’_’ between these syllables, so

we used the spaces to identify the words. For example, the

bi-syllabic word ’xe1_bo2’ (a cart) : ’xe1’ and ’bo2’. The se-

cond problem is that we had monosyllabic and multi-syllabic

words in the text dictionary but we did not have the multi-

syllabic words in the pronunciation dictionary. We created a

phoneme sequence of a word by concatenating the phoneme

sequence of the syllables in the word. For example, the pho-

neme sequence of two syllables ’xe1’ and ’bo2’ as follow :

– ’xe1’ : /x/ /e/

– ’bo2’ : /b/ /o/
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The numbers ’1’and ’2’ represent the tones of the syllables

(tone 1 on the first syllable and tone 2 on the second syllable).

So the phoneme sequence of word ’xe1_bo2’ is as follow :

’xe1_bo2’ : /x/ /e/ /b/ /o/

At this time, we had the acoustic model of phonemes

and the pronunciation dictionary of monosyllabic and multi-

syllabic words. The last work we had done was to construct

the language model of this dictionary. However, we had text

corpus of syllable, it is necessary to build a word segmen-

tation module of syllabic sentences and use this module to

search the multi-syllabic word in the text corpus.

There are many researches on this problem. Several me-

thods were presented by using three main ideas : statistical

information, linguistics information, and hybrid methods. In

our experiment, we used a simple method : maximum mat-

ching method. For each sentence in the text corpus, we sear-

ched multi-syllabic words from the beginning to the end of

the sentence, syllable by syllable. In the case of ambiguity

(there are several words beginning with the same syllable),

we chose the longest word. The searching process then was

executed with the next syllable.

We used the new text corpus to create a new language

model by using CMU SLM Toolkits. The WER on the test

corpus with common acoustic model was 30.5% and the WER

with speaker adaptation acoustic model was 22.6%.

6. USING TONE INFORMATION

In this section, we describe our Vietnamese tone recog-

nition system and our method using this module in a Vietna-

mese LVCSR system.

6.1. Vietnamese tone recognition

Vietnamese speech processing is only at its early stage of

development. Some previous relative works addressed only

isolated word [6], but not continuous speech. For isolated

speech, syllables are pronounced separately and clearly ; the-

refore, the form of the F0 contour of each tone does not change

significantly and almost holds the canonical form. However,

in case of continuous speech, the F0 contour of the tone is

affected by many factors such as sentence prosody, tone coar-

ticulation, emotion of speaker, etc.

We need a tone corpus to implement the tone recogni-

tion experiments. Tone corpus is a speech corpus with tone

boundary description. Because each syllable has one tone, we

should firstly identify the syllable boundary for VNSPEECH-

CORPUS, and then we can discover the tone boundary. The

first problem was resolved by using Viterbi algorithm and the

acoustic model mentioned above on the sound in the training

corpus and the test corpus. There are a lot of opinions on the

second problem. According to [7], tone only affects the final

part of a syllable. However, [7] only considered isolated syl-

lables, not continuous speech. For this reason, we decided to

use the voice segment of the syllable as tone segment. The

voice segment of a syllable was created based on the funda-

mental frequency F0 as follows : the beginning point (resp.

the ending point) of the voice segment is the first point (resp.

the last point) which has F0 (we used AC algorithm in Praat 4

with default settings to calculate the F0).

In our experiments, we used an HMM for each tone.

In each HMM, there were 3 emitting states and each emit-

ting state consists of 16 Gaussian mixtures. The HMMs are

context-independent models meaning. Each model was trai-

ned with all speakers in the train corpus, and the speakers in

the test corpus were used to calculate the tone recognition re-

sult.

Tone TCR (Tone Correct Rate %)

Level tone 45.6

Falling tone 48.1

Broken tone 51.6

Curve tone 40.0

Rising tone 34.7

Drop tone 54.4

Average 44.8

Table 2. The Vietnamese tone recognition result

In the experimental data presented in the next sections, we

used 6 HMMs for 6 tones. The feature vector was extracted

every 10 ms and contains 39 dimensions of 13 MFCC, their

first and second derivatives. With each sample in the test cor-

pus (one speech signal segment of a tone in the test corpus),

we calculated the probability on the HMMs of tones. The re-

sulting tone was the tone which has the best probability. The

tone recognition result is presented in table 2.

6.2. Using tone information in a Vietnamese LVCSR sys-

tem

In recent years, there is some research on using tone in-

formation in a Vietnamse LVCSR system and two main ap-

proach techniques were proposed. In the first approach tech-

nique, tonal phoneme model was used, and F0 was inserted in

the acoustic vector of each frame [8]. In the second approach

technique, tone independent phoneme model was used and

the decision between the words having the same phoneme se-

quence in the pronunciation dictionary but different tones was

made by the language model [2]. We first used the second ap-

proach with Speeral system (section 3). Next, integrating tone

information in a LVCSR system was done by : ”the decision

between these different words was made not only by the lan-

guage model but also by the tone recognition model”. This

method was implemented as follows :

4http ://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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In Speeral, each word hypothesis is "rescored" using the

language model as in (1).

Scoreword = α · Scoreacous + β · ScoreML (1)

Scoreacous is the acoustic score of the word.

ScoreML is the language model score of the word.

α , β were selected empirically to obtain the best recogni-

tion results.

In addition, at each node in the word hypothesis, we knew

the word boundary. Then we used our tone recognition system

to calculate the tone score of this word. Next, the language

model score and the tone score of this word was inserted in

that node as in (2).

Scoreword = α · Scacous + β · ScML + γ · Sctone (2)

We used the acoustic model, syllabic language model and

tone model mentioned above with this method. The WER on

the test corpus was 33.5% and 24.7% with adaptation acoustic

model.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents our study on building Vietnamese

LVCSR using technique for under-resourced language. Inte-

grating Vietnamese distinct characteristics in the Vietnamese

LVCSR system is also presented. The results show that, by

using Vietnamese language characteristics (tones informa-

tion, compound nouns), we increased the accuracy of the

Vietnamese LVCSR system. All our results are summarized

in table 3.

Acoustic model

Experiment Speaker Speaker

Independent Adaptation

Syllabic LM 34.7 25.2

Syllabic LM and tone model 33.5 24.7

Multisyllabic LM 30.5 22.6

Table 3. WER (Word Error Rate) of the Vietnamese LVASR

experiments.

We found that the tone recognition system was not good.

There are two principal reasons : the first reason is we used

MFCC parameters, but many research used relative F0 pa-

rameters ; the second reason is we used AC algorithm in

Praat with default settings to calculate F ′

0
s, but, based on

our experience, the different parameters between male spea-

kers and female speakers should be used. At present, we

have detected a method which can calculate accurately F ′

0
s

for Vietnamese tone, which used CC algorithm with a small

silence threshold and filter the wrong points by using me-

dian smoothing and linear smoothing. We investigate the nor-

malization methods of F0 and energy which helped to reduce

the influences of elements affecting the tone in continuous

speech. We also used the relative F0 parameters and energy

and we separated the experiment on male speakers with fe-

male speakers. At last, we used a simple method to reject the

segment influenced by the coarticulation effect. The best re-

sult of these experiments was 78.19%.

For the future research, the new tone recognition module

will be integrated in a Vietnamese LVCSR system using syl-

labic language model and then this module will be updated to

work with system using multi-syllabic language model.
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